From: 17 Jun 77 11 32
To: AIO 7421

UNCLASSIFIED

NOTE: THIS MESSAGE HAS NOT REPEATED. ADDRESSES ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DISSEMINATION OF MESSAGE TO SUBORDINATE UNITS, ACTIVITIES, ELEMENTS, OR FOREIGN USERS AFFEKTED OR CONCERNED. RETRANSMITTAL SHALL REFERENCE THIS MESSAGE.

SUBJ: MAINTENANCE ADVISORY MESSAGE ON STATUS REPORTING OF AIRCRAFT DOOR LOCK DEVICE AND IGNITION SWITCH LOCK INSTALLATIONS (ROS: AMO-232) (GEN 77-13)

MSG: AVSOM DD: 2925Z, SEP 76, SUBJECT AS ABOVE;

MSG: AVSOM DT: 2220Z, MAR 77, SUBJECT AS ABOVE;

THE PURPOSE OF THIS MESSAGE IS TO CANCEL ROS AMO-232 WHICH HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED BY REL QA.

AGE 2: UNCLASSIFIED

REF: B-REQUESTED MAJOR ARMY COMMANDS TO SUBMIT A FINAL REPORT THROUGH THE ROS AMO-232 STATING COMPLETED COMPLIANCE WITH THE SECURITY DEVICE INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.

THE FINAL REPORTS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED AND ROS AMO-232 IS HEREBY CANCELD.